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**Johnson Asks $99.7 Billion Budget**

**GS Students Vote Today**

All students enrolled in General Studies can vote between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Thursday, in the Rotc Center to elect a new General Studies senator to the Student Council. The special election will provide a replacement for Ann M. Ammon, a sophomore living in 114 Small Group Housing, who was declared war on the student council. Students must present their activity card and two signatures in order to vote.

**Self-Advisement Begins at Center**

Students began reporting Monday to the Academic Advisement Center to begin self-advisement.

They are required to be in good standing, registered at the university, living at 308 S. Poplar St., have a college major declared, and must meet other specifications on the application form available at the center. Advisement schedule follows:

- **Monday:** M-R-Wednesday
- **Tuesday:** S-Z
- **Wednesday:** Thursday
- **Thursday:** Friday

In addition to the above times, qualified students may report from Feb. 2 to Feb. 5 and from Feb. 5 to March 5, to the Advisement Center.

**Zoology Seminar Set**

The Zoology Seminar Set will feature William G. George, assistant professor of Zoology, at 4 p.m., today in Room 205 of the Life Science Building.

**Gus Bode**

Gus says so long as we are conscripting freshmen for the ROTC, we might as well put them to some good use like declaring war on the sectioning center or the Slater Food service.

LLOTS OF DINES -- President Dwight W. Morris and Max Waldman, chairman of the Jackson County March of Dimes, receive a check for $719.53 from George Lemara (standing left) and Cory Butler (standing right) of Phi Kappa Tau. The money was collected by members of the social fraternity during their annual Lines of Dimes campaign on campus last week.

**New Uses for the Laser**

**Talks on Communications in Education**

By Herbert Trotter. Set Thursday, Friday

A series of public conferences on Thursday and Friday will have as the subject "Modern Communications as Related to Education." Herbert F. Trotter Jr., chairman of the board of General Telephone and Electronics Laboratories, incorporated, will head the entire program. A physicist and former teacher, Trotter is widely known for his experimental research in use of the laser as a communications tool.

The program, sponsored by the SIU School of Technology, includes two afternoon sessions Thursday, a seminar on "The Laser in Communications" at 2 p.m., and a panel discussion on "The Role of Communications in Education" at 4 p.m. Both will be in Ballroom "H" of the University Center.

A 7:30 p.m. session Thursday in French Auditorium of the SIU life science building will be devoted to "Total Communications in Education." Nine and 10 a.m. meetings Friday, again in Ballroom "H," will be on "Space Age Communications" and "What Industry Demands of Today's Quarters."

Trotter, who holds a Ph.D. in physics and has a distinguished career as an engineering and research executive, was instrumental in development of the "proximity" fuse in World War II. Once described by the Navy as the "second most important weapon developed during the war," the electronic fuse caused a shell to explode when it came within striking distance of a target, not requiring a direct hit. More recently, Trotter has been instrumental in use of television and other modern communications in education.

Julian Luchter, dean of the SIU School of Technology, said all students and faculty members as well as the general public are invited to attend all sessions. Faculty members will participate in all parts of the program, along with Trotter.

**For His 1st Year Of 'Great Society'**

By Douglas B. Cornwell

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson handed Congress Monday a $587,000,000 bill for the first year of his "Great Society." It is a red ink budget offering, $3 billion more in social security benefits, $5.7 billion less in excise taxes, and a helping hand against ignorance, poverty and disease. "It is a budget of both opportunity and sacrifice," Johnson said in a message transmitting it to Congress. "It begins to grasp the opportunities of the Great Society."

His federal financial chart for the new 1966 fiscal year that starts July 1 shows the administration spending about $2.2 billion more than in this fiscal year. But is forecasts that the government will go only $1 billion deeper into the hole.

Johnson told Congress the budget is reasonable rather than miserly or extravagant. There wasn't a major surprise in the whole spending schedule.

(Continued on Page 6)

**Salukis Nose Out Tennessee Tech**

Southern nosed out Tennessee Tech by the narrowest of margina Monday night in an 84-83 victory. The Salukis led 84-77 with little time remaining when the Eagles fought back to narrow the lead to 88-81 with 1:29 remaining in the game. Trotter, head coach, said the Eagles were "battling to the end," but the Salukis held on for the important win.

**Enrollment Jumps 14 Pet.; Campuses Now Total 20,844**

Enrollment on the Carbon­dale campus for winter term is 14,501 students, a 14.1 per cent increase over last year. Winter enrollment of 20,444 at SIU, including the Edwards­ville campus, is up more than 14 per cent from the same term last year, according to figures released by Registrar Robert A. McGrath.

The Edwards­ville figure of 6,343 is up 14.5 per cent. McGrath said the enrollment also is up 275 from the fall term, continuing a pattern of increased winter attendance which began two years ago.

Carbondale campus winter en­rollment is up 614 from the fall term, while attendance at the Edwardsville campus dropped slightly from the fall quarter.

"The increases over a year ago occur at all student clas­sification levels," McGrath said, but "the wave of incom­ing students definitely is demonstrated by an increase in the freshman class of 1,138 or almost 20 per cent."

The numbers of sophomores increased by 8.8 per cent over last year, juniors by 1.4 per cent and seniors by 17.7 per cent.

**W-2 Statements Ready at Center**

Persons who worked for the University in 1964 may pick up their W-2 withholding tax statements in the activities center at the Personnel Office today, the last day that they will be available at the Personnel Office.
SIU Co's 'Evicted' in Wake Of Health Service Plans

The selection of Building 11S, Small Group Housing, for the site of the new Health Service made at least one coed unhappy on her return to school this term.

Jill Schmidt and the rest of the girls living in 11S were told to move.

"It wasn't a very nice Christmas present," Miss Schmidt remarked. J. Albin Yokie, coordinator of university housing, said that the decision to move the facility was made on December twentieth and that special delivery letters were sent to all the girls on the twenty-third.

"I didn't receive the information until December twenty-seventh, I had all my belongings there and had no idea what I was to do with them," Miss Schmidt said. Yokie said student workers and University vehicles were provided to assist the girls in moving.

"They (the movers) broke my piggy bank and threw my clothes all over the back of a truck. They didn't even want me to go into the building to get my own things. Most of the girls were moved to the basements of the Thompson or Hall or to the lounges of Woody Hall," said Miss Schmidt.

The inadequacy of the present facilities of the Health Service demanded that the move be made," Yokie said.

Fraternities Name 106 Pledges In Weekend House Ceremonies

The eight social fraternities have extended bids to their new members. Bids were picked up last Thursday in the University Center.

The pledging ceremonies took place over the weekend. There were a total of 106 new pledges for the fraternities.

The new pledges are:

- Alpha Phi Alpha: Preston Boudler, Walter Fraser, Leon Johnson, Hoyd O'Neal, Charles Scarp, Herman Stonebar
- Delta Chi: David Bivona, Bill Blackford, Roger Costello, Neil Dvorin, Royce Fichre, Barry Saxe
- Gamma Phi Beta: Tom Maroney, Jim McElester, Ray Mitchell, Norm Baker, Alan Anderson
- Kappa Alpha Psi: Richard Carter, Wayne Clauess, John Kirksey, Edgar Routhau, Joe Williams
- Phi Kappa Tau: Stewart Al- Dicker, Norman Baker, Alan Benson, Ralph Caswell, Don Gergovic, Edward Heine, John Huie, Barry Kata, Jerry Kravat, Hossein Majdli, Bob Mills, Tom O'Rourke, Monty Riffer, William Selleck, Michael Smiley, Ragnars Veilands, Ed Worth
- Phi Sigma Kappa: Bob Atcheson, James Bloom, Ben Bergken, Jack Buchanan, John Gilbreath, Donald Halstead, Jeff Harbold, Paul Mayer, David Mayette, Ronald Panice, Chuck Prizeman, Ken Wunderlich
- Tau Epsilon: Terry Anderson, Larry Burcham, John Collins, Robert Coche, Gregory Czajkowski, Dan Gorky, Roland Gill, Grant Hickey, Ron Huk- skovich, Gary Leach, Robert Micheli, Thomas Murray, William O'Grady, Terry Sluzky, Roger Spener, Mike Vollan, Bob Woodruff
- Theta Xi: Craig Abbot, George Caraz, Dick Coghill, Jack Castello, Richard Dierdrick, Roger Gasa, Ed Katzen, Daniel Krompko, Al Manning, Paul Maroney, Jim McMenamin, Don McCoy, Terry Sater, Rick Morris, Leo Seward, Mike Williams

Eagle Squadron To Hear Lt. Gafke

-Roger A. Gafke, a 1964 APROTC graduate of the University of Missouri and currently assigned to Scott AFB, will speak to the Air Force ROTC cadets at 10 a.m. today. Lt. Gafke is a public information officer of the Military Air Transport Service headquarters at Scott. The Lieutenant will discuss the audio-visual aspects of MATS public relations programs. He will also discuss job opportunities in Air Force public information.

SPUDNUTS

For your next date
Live it up BIG WITH SPUDNUTS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
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Gspoos Bik for New Members

PLANNING INTERNATIONAL NIGHT - Members of the International Night Steering Committee work on plans for this year's events. Among the names for this year are (right) Jel F. Wilhelm, Dora R. Wetzel, faculty advisor, Jeannette T. Buhler, George G. Shipp, Frances M. Stedman, and Casa R. Hilliard. Members not shown are Gloria A. Bassett, Diana K. Baine, Jesus S. Carlos, Martha J. Ramage, William R. Carroll, Terri J. xuống, and Jovell W. Watkins.

CORNED BEEF & CAGLE

Danny and Eagle and "THE ESCORTS" will play for your dancing pleasure from 8 until 11. The corned beef will be served on rye or hard roll anytime. Come try them Both

TO NIGHT

yeh - yeh - yeh

WIN GIN DOORS

Campus Shopping Center
Ring 549-1920
Filming of 'Tarzan' in Africa
Will Be Featured on TV Show

Bold Journey will present "Cartoon King in Africa" at 7:30 p.m. today on WSUI-TV. The camera follows Gordon Scott on location for a Tarzan movie.

Other highlights:

5 p.m.

What's New: The unusual sheelducks that nest in underwater burrows off the North German coast.

7 p.m.

Turn of the Century: By 1915 quality ragtime compositions were accepted as classics and Max Morath plays a number of pieces of classic ragtime.

8 p.m.

New Orleans Jazz: A visit to the road band called the Honeyickle Inn which was part of the notorious side show.

BeMiller to Lecture
On Corn Compounds

A Plant Pathology Seminar will be held at 4 p.m. today in Life Science 32. James N. BeMiller, assistant professor of Chemistry, will speak on benzoazainene compounds in corn.

SIU Basketball
Broadcast Set

The Saluki-Tennessee State basketball game will be featured beginning at 7:30 p.m. today on WSUI.

Dallas Thompson and Stu Kessel will describe the play by play action.

Other highlights:

8 a.m.
The Morning Show: Music, news, and special features with Dick Levy as host.

3 p.m.
The Keyboard: Performances by famous pianists.

11 p.m.
Moonlight Serenade: Music to end the day in a relaxing way.

Journalism Group
Schedules Smoker

The Journalism Students Association will hold a smoker from 7:30 to 10 p.m. today in the Home Economics Lounge.

Bill Glew, president of the group, said all men and women students enrolled in the Department of Journalism are invited, and freshmen are especially urged to be present.

"We hope to use the smoker as a means of more adequately bridging the gap between students and faculty," he said, "and to build solid unity among students in journalism."
Compulsory ROTC to Go?

We studied with great interest the letter written by the AFROTC concerning the institution of a compulsory ROTC program soon to be initiated on this campus.

The new plan calls for more intensive training, including also a three-day course. Stiffer measures to acceptance instead of rejection of students, more stringent evaluation at the end of the training period are also included.

We are pleased to note that more than 50 per cent of the institutions now offering a compulsory ROTC have not even as yet begun to initiate the two-year program. What the letter did not say is that some of these colleges and universities have been offering this two-year program with its compulsory participation for years.

A recent example is the University of Cincinnati, which no longer requires any ROTC of its students.

One problem that compulsory ROTC is to be abandoned at Southern. Will we follow the University of Missouri and others? The developers seem to lead us to think so. The stiffening of the program with the two-year plan would seem to produce better trained, more dedicated officers at a lower cost to the Air Force. This factor plus the steps by other universities and the current agitation for such a measure at SIU would seem to call for the move. We hope so.

John Epperheimer

As Seen by the Realtor

"We've had a lot better luck with boys than with girls in general housekeeping," Ernest Limpus, Carbondale realtor, said at one time when asked about renting houses and apartments to SIU students.

"In general boys take a greater pride in their quarters presentable, by their own hand, than girls. There is good rental of property and are good tenants. A few, he said, have something of the problem: getting accustomed to housekeeping, having had little or nothing to do with the routine of maintaining an apartment or house until they leave home for school.

Limpus said, there was no problem: student tenants, Limpus said, "almost as many landlords who have tried to victimize students as there have been students who have tried to victimize landlords," but that the landlords, to whom he has rented have taken as good care of students as they would many adult tenants, even more.

On the issue of male vs. female tenants, Limpus said, he has made complaints about the boys, but that they are usually quieter. Part of the difference, he explains, is that boys generally go to the apartments of girls for their parties, adding that while you have boys in boys' apartments, you often get boys and girls in girls.

Limpus pointed out that the real estate business is strong, but that the growth is influenced by both through student rentals and the upward rentals to faculty and staff members.

He said that while the growth and outward expansion of the campus has caused some difficulties to property owners, realtors are "looking forward to a bigger and better community as SIU grows."

Jack F. Erwin

A Foreign Observer

The following is a partial account of the recent visit by APO members to the Soviet Union, as reported by Professor Edgar Poe, of the University Center.

GUIDE: And this, Professor Poe, is the University Center.

Professor Poe: Is that a student council?

GUIDE: Yes, Professor Poe.

Professor Poe: What is that student doing?

GUIDE: It appears to me that he is planning his program for next term by what we call the "eeny, meeny, miney-mo" method.

COMMIS:AA: Now, why do they get numbers and sit over there where they should be studying and look at this girl?

Professor Poe: Because this being America we believe in freedom so naturally every student chooses his own course—at least he thinks he does. This being America we also have the double standard. Stated roughly, this means we never allow them to disagree or interfere with what is actually taught. In theory, student is allowed to choose his own courses, but in practice it is more like a dictate than that. The advisers are instructed to give students what they are to study. In other words, the student chooses himself according to a special code so that the only agent he sees this mark will tell the student that all the courses he has chosen are closed. The student must then return to the adviser to pick another course. Naturally the only ones left are those which the university approves. It is rather a complicated process but it gives the students the necessary, university-approved, curriculum without the realization that there is any regimentation involved.

COMMIS:AA: I thought we were masters of deception, but you Americans have no equal.

GUIDE: Thank you, Committee. But this is nothing. You have not seen our exam of sample of brainwashing yet. We will show you this way please, comrade...

Edward Rapetz

Shower-thon Revisited

Without attempting to disparage Mike Williams' achievement—anyone who struggles to excel over the general mediocrity of our society is deserving of acclaim—I am compelled to take vigorous exception to the uncalled for and largely trite alliteration in the article "Froo-ray, Mike" Daily Egyptian, Jan. 21, to the effect that beards is a disgrace to this campus.

Two primary aims of a college education should be to encourage individuality and to develop questioning, questing intellects. Consequently, I can see no reason why we should ostracize the very people who think and act in an unconventional manner, whose need for creative self-expression is so great that it spills over into their dress.

Council's Clique Called Do-Nothing

The Micken Mouse student government has spoken again in a State of the Campus address. The ill-fated student body president posed two alternatives for the form of student government or there will be a total disintegration of student government.

He also added that the student government seek increased representation encompassing all SIU students.

There is a distinct possibility President Micken would not longer be in the governing few, and the Southern Council clique (based presumably on popular student support, but in actuality council members are elected with pull) may no longer retain their positions.

I urge a vote against the do-nothing clique student council on a referendum, and in a progressive Student Council Students' Council of SIU. Let the students decide if they want a Micken Mouse government.

Kenneth Wilkening

ENDORSEMENT: Smiles - the faces of advanced cadet last week indicated their fit checks had arrived. They received $40 a month for their efforts.

One of them pulled this bulging wallet and said, "Boy, I wish the government would give us enough to pay for our meal and didn't care the remains:"

QUEEN BEE: Spelling be in danger of being placed by stamps. ROTC's pick of Military B Queen candidates is in indication of an educational trend.

Five of the six candidates are either majoring in education or have indicated it plan to the same.

Arlette Alexander is the front-runner. She has a high degree in apparel design says she doesn't plan to teach in this field. When asked what her future plans might be she home late from school on day saying: "I'm not going to teach. I'm going to stay all school today!"

UGLIES, BEAUTIES: Come you campus beauties and be different in your designs, and don't care the futility getting entries for "The Queen of the Brea Contest."

There might a trend could be that no air is required to enter—you don't kn chin category to enter.

HANDS UP: You're under 21 you with the key to your closet.

What in the world could do with two skulls and a w. nut female figure?"
"THE HOLY FAMILY" - Painted by an unknown 16th century master, this oil painting has never been previously exhibited in the United States and is from the private collection of Frank W. Chesrow.

Exhibit to Open Sunday

Works From Private Collection Will Be in Mitchell Art Gallery

A reception marking the opening of a rare exhibition from the private collection of Frank W. Chesrow will be held from 2:30 to 5 p.m. Sunday in the Mr. and Mrs. John Russell Mitchell Art Gallery at the Home Economics Building. This exhibition of Renaissance and Baroque Western European paintings includes some paintings which have never before been exhibited to the public in the United States. A concert of Renaissance music will be presented by the University Faculty String Quartet from 2 to 2:30 p.m.

Among the most extraordinary works by the great masters which will be shown are two paintings by Michelangelo Caravaggio, "The Ecstasy of St. Paul," and "St. Peter and St. John the Younger." "The Marriage of St. Catherine" by Antonio Allegri, known as Correggio, a small canvas entitled "Ecce Homo" by Jacopo Robusti, known as Tintoretto, and "The Holy Family" by a 16th century Urban master.

"Many of these works are rare in American collections, and in the case of some of the artists, relatively few of their works are found in even the major European museums," John L. Taylor, supervisor of University Galleries, said.

"The exhibition is strongest in the late Renaissance, the Mannerist and the Baroque styles, with outstanding, important examples representing each period."

Some of the other important items to be exhibited are two paintings by Anton Van Dyke, including one of his famous portraits of King Charles I of England; an ink drawing by Peter Paul Rubens for his

Boydston is WSIL Guest

Donald N. Boydston, SIU director of athletics, will be a guest on "The Hour" program at 4 p.m. today on WSIL-TV, channel 3. Harrishburg Jim Cox will be the host.
President Asks $99.7 Billion In 1st 'Great Society' Budget

(Continued from Page 1)

bundle. Only some of the figures were new. And these merely hung current price tags on the old, continuing bundle. From $91.2 billion to fiscal 1968, Johnson had outlined in campaign speeches and his State of the Union message Jan. 4. In rounded totals, the 1966 spending estimate of $99.7 billion compares with $97.5 for fiscal 1965. Government income is expected to go up from $91.2 billion to $94.4—a gain of $3.2. Thus the 1966 deficit would come to $5.3 billion, whereas

the gap between income and outgo is calculated at $6.3 billion for this fiscal year.

This would mean that the national debt would rise from $316.9 billion on June 30, 1965, to $322.5 billion on June 30, 1966.

Budget Director Kermit Gordon said reporters that the total spending figure was squeezed down by more than $1 billion from the original requests of all agencies. A balanced budget may be achieved in fiscal 1966, Gordon said, if economic growth can be sustained. The object of his budget, Johnson said, is to wipe out waste, meet the nation's needs and move toward the fulfillment of hopes, in "continued progress toward a Great Society to be.

He said it offers:

- "Massive defense" with lower outlays, at $49 billion. This is down $300 million.
- More and better education for American children and some adults, at a $75 per cent boost in expenditures to $2.6 billion.
- A stepped-up assault on poverty with stepped-up expenditures for $75 million to $1.3 billion, that Johnson said will help millions of people.
- Advances in health, and a $500-million increase in investment by the Department of Health,Education and Welfare, alone, to a total of $2.2 billion. And for the whole government, health-related expenditures will go up from $5.49 billion to $6.16 billion.
- Conservation of natural beauty, by closing auto junk-yards, among other things.
- "Continued economic expansion and improved economic opportunity" through careful planning.

Part of the presidential design is an increase of 7 percent in Social Security benefits, retroactive to Jan. 1 of this year. But then along with this would go a double one percent pay check, starting next Jan. 1, to help finance medical and nursing care for the elderly if Congress finally approves the administration's health care program. The program itself would take effect in mid-1966. As a result, the maximum extracted from a taxpayer would be Social Security would jump from $174 now to $238 under the presidential plan.

But then the fellow who goes out and buys the wife a bit of jewelry, or a fur coat or a lipstick or a pocketbook no longer has to pay an extra 10 percent in excise taxes.

Johnson wants to repeal these $549 million in "malignant" tax on the retail level as part of a total reduction of a $1.75 billion in excise levies.

The cut in taxes, the increase in Social Security benefits, and other expenditure increases, Johnson said, combine into an "over-all fiscal policy designed to maintain our steady economic expansion.

For the second year in a row Johnson held the budget below the $100 billion level. This wasn't any surprise, either, although he had said that government departments and agencies had asked for $108.5 billion as a sort of rock bottom.

Chiang's Son in Charge

TAIPEI, Formosa (AP) - President Chiang Kai-shek's elder son, Gen. Chiang Ching-kuo, 55, was sworn in Monday at Taipei as Nationalist China's new defense minister.

Young Chiang succeeded Yen Yu-wen, under whom he had served as deputy minister.
SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP) — The government imposed martial law in Hue, on hour after about 500,000 soldiers sacked the homes Monday of high officials and burned their furniture, fixtures and personal effects. About 10,000 persons earlier demonstrated against the government of President Tran Van Huong in the city, 400 miles north of Saigon. Radio Saigon, in announcing martial law, said anyone caught starting fires or damaging property would be executed on the spot.

Announcement demonstrations also were reported in four other Vietnamese cities and in Saigon.

A group of young Buddhists asked the United Nations to intervene in Viet Nam. In a letter to Secretary-General U Thant they condemned the United States, saying it was helping the Huong government "repress and wreak vengeance on the Buddhists."

The homes sacked in Hue were those of the regional police chief and the local director of the Vietnamese government information service. Earlier, the marchers carried banners denouncing Huong and U.S. Ambassador Maxwell D. Taylor.

**Total Reaches 69**

40 More AF Cadets Resign in Scandal

AIR FORCE ACADEMY. Colo. (AP) — Forty more cadets, bringing the total to 69, reportedly left the U.S. military academy Monday in the wake of a cheating scandal triggered by an organized ring that stole and sold examination papers to fellow students.

At the same time, details of the ring's operations were revealed in a sworn statement by a former member.

From cadets and enlisted personnel it was learned that a third-year cadet stole a key and broke into a locker containing test papers just prior to the Christmas midterm examinations.

This cadet, the unofficial report said, then recruited 10 other cadets, some of them footloose and fancy-free, to sell the papers to other students. The papers apparently werecopied and returned to the file before the theft could be discovered.

Friday, Jan. 15, two freshers joined the operation. After stealing it out over the weekend they carried the information to faculty members. The current scandal and its investigation ensued.

The figure of 40 additional resignations to keep from fact-finding court martial was given by a source in the information office.

Some of these cadets were taken to the airport in academy buses, the informant said. Others took bus, train and private automobile transportation to their homes in a swirling snowstorm that dropped about two inches on the academy's 18,000 acres.

No names were disclosed.

**For the Finest in Food and Service...**

Piper's Parkway Restaurant

209 S. Illinois Ave. Carbondale

Rib-Eye Steak $1.35

MEAL — TICKET SALE

Reg. On Sale SAVE

1-3 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $7.15 $5.00 $21.50

3-5 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $33.00 $25.00 $8.00

1 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $11.00 $9.50 $1.50

1 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $5.50 $3.50 $2.00

**Career Opportunity**

UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

VENERABLE DISEASE BRANCH — COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER

We are going to eradicate syphilis in the United States. We need people who want immediate job involvement, interesting work, an outlet for creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement. We want to talk with above average senior students who are majoring in the following academic fields:

- **Biology**
- **English**
- **Journalism**
- **Philosophy**
- **Economics**
- **Public Health**
- **History**
- **Public Administration**
- **Mathematics**

**BIOLOGY**

**HUMANITIES**

**ENGLISH**

**LANGUAGES**

**JOURNALISM**

**PHILOSOPHY**

**ECONOMICS**

**PUBLIC HEALTH**

**HISTORY**

**PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

**MATHEMATICS**

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

**SOCIAL SCIENCES**

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**SOCIOLOGY**

Interviews for June Graduates will be conducted on:

February 4, 1965

Contact your Placement Office to arrange for an interview.

**AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY**
Truth, Courage Marked Life Of England's Grand Old Man

Doubtless future historians will achieve a more balanced perspective of the life and times of Sir Winston Churchill than, for us, his death will mark the end of an era. It was, as Franklin Roosevelt wrote, fun to be in the same time with Churchill.

On those occasions in the last Parliament when he made one of his rare appearances in the doorway, behind Mr. Speaker's Chair, the House of Commons rose to its feet with warm full-throated cheers. The Prime Minister lent his arm as Sir Winston bowed to Mr. Speaker and moved to his seat below the gallery, and the Leader of the Opposition crossed the floor to pay respects. His presence in the House was no less meaningful for the self-imposed silence Churchill observed after leaving office. It does matter that he could not see and hear those about him—perhaps he was listening to the leader of the Fourth Party, Lord Randolph Churchill (his father), speaking from his place opposite on the Employers' Liability Bill of 1880. His presence was important.

He was the embodiment of the positive political morality which is the essential nature of British parliamentary democracy. His courage, physical as well as moral, tested repeatedly in the half-century of active service in the House of Commons, made him the greatest parliamentarian (although he would defer to Gladstone)—in Government or in Opposition. We "shall not look upon his like again" and in that fact lies the key to some appreciation of his losses.

Members of the House of Commons rose to their feet at 8:30 Wednesday as Sir Winston Churchill was seen by a man who once sat in a Cabinet with Lord Ripon, who in turn had been in Lord Palmerston's Cabinet more than once. The House of Commons is one of the few institutions in which one can such as the continuity of British history. Fewer than one in ten of the present membership knew Churchill as the war-time leader of the House of Commons and he was unequalled in debate in this century (although he would defer to Gladstone)—in Government or in Opposition. We "shall not look upon his like again" and in that fact lies the key to some appreciation of his losses.

Members of the House of Commons rose to their feet at 8:30 Wednesday as Sir Winston Churchill was seen by a man who once sat in a Cabinet with Lord Ripon, who in turn had been in Lord Palmerston's Cabinet more than once. The House of Commons is one of the few institutions in which one can such as the continuity of British history. Fewer than one in ten of the present membership knew Churchill as the war-time leader of the House of Commons and he was unequalled in debate in this century (although he would defer to Gladstone)—in Government or in Opposition. We "shall not look upon his like again" and in that fact lies the key to some appreciation of his losses.

Doubtless future historians will achieve a more balanced perspective of the life and times of Sir Winston Churchill than, for us, his death will mark the end of an era. It was, as Franklin Roosevelt wrote, fun to be in the same time with Churchill.

On those occasions in the last Parliament when he made one of his rare appearances in the doorway, behind Mr. Speaker's Chair, the House of Commons rose to its feet with warm full-throated cheers. The Prime Minister lent his arm as Sir Winston bowed to Mr. Speaker and moved to his seat below the gallery, and the Leader of the Opposition crossed the floor to pay respects. His presence in the House was no less meaningful for the self-imposed silence Churchill observed after leaving office. It does matter that he could not see and hear those about him—perhaps he was listening to the leader of the Fourth Party, Lord Randolph Churchill (his father), speaking from his place opposite on the Employers' Liability Bill of 1880. His presence was important.

He was the embodiment of the positive political morality which is the essential nature of British parliamentary democracy. His courage, physical as well as moral, tested repeatedly in the half-century of active service in the House of Commons, made him the greatest parliamentarian (although he would defer to Gladstone)—in Government or in Opposition. We "shall not look upon his like again" and in that fact lies the key to some appreciation of his losses.

Members of the House of Commons rose to their feet at 8:30 Wednesday as Sir Winston Churchill was seen by a man who once sat in a Cabinet with Lord Ripon, who in turn had been in Lord Palmerston's Cabinet more than once. The House of Commons is one of the few institutions in which one can such as the continuity of British history. Fewer than one in ten of the present membership knew Churchill as the war-time leader of the House of Commons and only a handful witnessed any significant part of his years in the will.
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An Era Ends

Promised Blood, Sweat, Tears

Churchill's Genius, Tenacity

Inspired Britons' Finest Hour

If great leadership is genius, Winston Churchill had it. One ought to have lived through the early 1940's to grasp fully the impact of the man. These were the years of "London calling" via the daily radio reports; those steady unexcised tones of BBC announcers and Quinta Reynolds describing the blitz; the newsreels showing the flames of burning British cities; Spitfire and Hurricane pilots pitted against the Luftwaffe's Heinkels and Dorniers; the sounds of aerial battle over the Channel and countryside of a nation standing alone against the conqueror of Europe.

And there he stood, the figure who somewhat resembled a bulldog. The British liked all the tenacity attributed to the breed, and he inspired them to it. A cigar, and two fingers forming "V" for Victory were his trademarks. The word crisis is bandied about frequently, but for a real crisis, try England in 1940. Only the Channel and a handful of fighter pilots could scare off what seemed like certain invasion.

From the disaster of Dunkirk, the fall of France, the loss of the Low Countries, the retreat from Norway, the British called up Winston. He breathed defiance, and entered it in some of the finest oratory ever heard by mankind. He summoned national greatness while promising only blood, sweat and tears; he pledged to Hitler that his nation would fight on the beaches, in the streets and would never surrender; he rallied the RAF for its finest hour. Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few, he told his pilots.

And when it was all over they turned his party out of office because the days of high heroics were past, and the world turned its attention to lesser matters. A Churchill was no longer required. But in a Missouri appearance after the war, he turned one more famous phrase, the bit about an iron curtain descending across Europe. So he lived the great life, and fought the good fight, and we who regard him so highly might like to cherish he, hang on, at 90, for just one more brandy and maybe one more cigar. It was the bulldog in him, perhaps, and no one who knew him in any way could ever forget him for it.

John Maseehon

Wilson Plans Talks

LONDON (AP) — Prime Minister Harold Wilson is aiming for a round of diplomatic talks with world leaders expected to gather in London Friday for the funeral of Sir Winston Churchill.

The Informed said Wilson is particularly looking forward to a talk with President Charles de Gaulle of France, Chancellor Ludwig Erhard of Germany and President John Kennedy of the United States.
Churchill to Be Accorded State Funeral

**Commons Honors British Statesman**

By the Associated Press

Sir Winston Churchill lay at rest today while the nation awaited the somber magnificence of a state funeral he planned for himself.

The state funeral, the first for a British commoner since that of Prime Minister William E. Gladstone 67 years ago, was made possible as Parliament met Monday and approved Queen Elizabeth's request that the nation grant the beloved elder statesman this honor.

The empty green leather seat which Sir Winston occupied in the last session of Parliament was the only vacant one in the packed House of Commons.

Political leaders also paid their tribute to Churchill at the session.

Churchill died shortly after 8 a.m. EST Sunday at No. 28 Hyde Park Gate, London house in which he had lived since retiring from the premiership in 1955. Two months past his 90th birthday, he had suffered a stroke nine days before. Many friends paid his death peacefully and without pain.

The end was announced in a terse note that the patient signed: his physician and lifelong friend, Lord Moran. As his bedside were Lady Churchill, his son, and his two daughters.

A few days before, having been among the first to be informed of his death, immediately paid his respects to the dying Lord Moran, the Associated Press learned from Lady Churchill this message:

"The news of Sir Winston's death was a deep and insufferable grief to me and my husband. We send our deepest sympathy to you and your family."

"The whole world is the poorer by the loss of this many-sided and gentle man, and his people. While the survival of this country and the sister nations of the Commonwealth in the face of the greatest danger that has ever faced them, will have a perpetual memorial in his leadership, as well as his wise and his indomitable courage."

The funeral is expected to bring together the largest concourse of statesmen since that of President John F. Kennedy in 1963.

...The End of the Beginning

We Americans stood out in the cold with a crown of Eng­lishmen in front of 28 Hyde Park Gate, Malaysia, hoping, hoping to catch sight of the old man coming to the window with his fingers held high in a V-for-victory sign. However, it was this the last battle for Winston Churchill, A grand old man in death.

We can shed a single tear for a President, but can we mourn a life that was so full? We can cry for our­self, and for England, for the world, but not for Sir Winston—our good friend—who has done so much for so many.

We can cry for a man who, as he said, could "fit a man in the middle of his life by an assassin's bullet. But how can we cry for a man who after 60 years of living, fighting and leading, quietly slip away from a world he helped to preserve?"

"This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is perhaps, the end of the beginning."—Winston S. Churchill, Nov. 10, 1942

While the world watched and waited, those who could remember the "valiant years" when he held a nation together with little more than a promise of "blood, toil, tears and sweat." Others, like myself, too young to remember, had known him through studying history and from his books and the moving and newsreels about him. We all knew he was a great man. Webster does great as "much above the average, in­tricate, eminent." Surely he was all those things and more.

If there are to be more Hitlers and Stalines, we hope there will be more Churchill.

Edward Rupetti

SIR WINSTON WITH QUEEN ELIZABETH

Churchill's Complexity Reduced: He Wanted to Be in Charge

By James Marlow

Associated Press

News Analyst

WASHINGTON (AP)—"Winston, Aimee,"
President Roosevelt said of his wartime friend, the British prime minister, in a private letter last week. "He had a high ideal day and about four of them are good."

"That's because Winston Churchill was one—a man mob. Yet, he looked like a pike, or a baby. He said all babies looked like him. He was romantic, impulsive, emotional.

His right-hand man during the war, Field Marshal Lord Alanbrooke, chief of Britain's Imperial General Staff, put it this way: "Winston thinks one thing one moment, and another the next and would arrive at a decision "by intuition without any kind of logical examination."

But that's not enough to explain the 100 idea a day or why by 65 he was a failure and in the next five years became one of the shining figures of history, for Roose­velt said: "Great fell­"
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Trampolinists to Compete in Arena

The United States Gymnastic Federation trials, which will be held Wednesday night in the Arena, will find 10 men and three women competing for the right to represent the USGF in London this weekend for the second World’s Trampoline Championship.

The trials will send the top men and two women performers to the championship. Although competing against some of the best trampolinists in the country, Danny Millman of the University of California and Southern’s Frank Schmitz are the early favorites.

Millman, a sophomore majoring in psychology at California, is the current world’s trampoline champion. Millman, who is only 18, starred working on the trampoline when he was in junior high school. California is noted for its many trampoline centers and Millman practiced many hours at those centers.

Millman credits his present trampoline coach Jess Robinson for his current success on the trampoline. Although the trampoline is his best event, Millman is learning to be an all-around gymnast performer.

Schmitz, who beat Millman twice this year at the Western Open Gymnastics Clinic, is currently the South African trampoline champion.

As a physical education major Schmitz hopes to go into show business, rather than coach gymnastics or teach.

“I like to travel, meet people and entertain them by performing on the trampoline,” said Schmitz.
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BRENT WILLIAMS

Seeks 30th Victory

SIU Gymnastic Team To Meet Colorado

Southern’s man gymnastic team will perform before the home crowd for the last time this season when the Salukis entertain the University of Colorado in a meet scheduled at 7:30 tonight.

The Salukis, who will be trying for their 30th consecutive dual meet victory, will find the Buffaloes stronger than the same team they beat by 20 points last year.

Colorado has eight lettermen returning from that squad that posted a 9-3 dual meet season last year. Coach Glen Wilson relies heavily on these performers, Bill Padia, Tom Jenkins and Bob Posten.

Padia will be Wilson’s all-around entry, and will be compteted against Southern’s array of Lindauer in that event. Jenkins works the side horse, the high bar, the parallel bars and the rings, while his teammate Posten works free exercise, the long horse and the trampoline.

Rich McCabe, who will be competing in the United States Gymnastic Federation trampoline trials here Wednesday night, is an equal main in that event.

For Southern, Bill Meade will once again rely on his two big point men, Frank Schmitz and Bill Wolf, both of whom are tied for the team lead with 34 points each.

In the dual meets the Salukis have participated in this season, Schmitz has two firsts in free exercise and on the trampoline and a first and a second on the long horse. Wolf has first on the high bar and the rings and a first and a second on the parallel bars.

Meade, who has been using a predominantly sophomoric lineup, will be going with virtually the same lineup he has come through with winning performances against the University of Denver and Iowa State University.

Besides his two leading scorers Meade will have Brent Williams in free exercise, the long horse and the trampoline. Williams, who has been handicapped by a knee injury, was limited to trampoline duty until last week’s meet against Iowa State. In that meet williams finished second behind Schmitz in the long horse.

Meade’s other starters will be Tom Cook on the rings. Mike Boegler on the side horse. Rick Tucker on the parallel bars, the high bar and the side horse, and Hanch Dowak on the trampoline.

The Salukis will next travel to Minnesota this weekend for appearances against Mankato State and the University of Minnesota.

Awards Given At Ag Banquet

Glen Stadelbacher, a 1958 graduate of the SIU School of Agriculture, and Lowell R. Tucker, a member of the Agriculture faculty for 17 years until his retirement in August, received service awards at the All-Agriculture Banquet Saturday evening.

The awards were presented to them for contributions made to agriculture and to the school.

More than 230 students, faculty, alumni and friends of the School of Agriculture attended the dinner meeting at which L.V. Warkins Jr., national secretary for Alpha Zeta, honorary fraternity in agriculture, was the speaker.

The awards dinner is the major winter term project of the School of Agriculture Student Advisory Council, a coordinating group for the School’s student organization.
Purple Aces Could Draw Record Gate

The Evansville Purple Aces’ invasion of Southern is more than a month away, but at 10 a.m. Monday the athletic department announced that all seats allotted to the general public have been sold.

Only 5,010 tickets, which are reserved for students, are left. Those tickets will be on sale until 9 a.m. the day before the game on a first come, first served basis.

Assuming all the student tickets are sold, this will mean a sum crowd of 19,000 in the Arena. This will be the largest crowd ever to watch a basketball game in Southern Illinois.

Sewage Threatens Continued Use Of Crab Orchard

Crab Orchard Lake may be closed this spring if the water pollution problem is not overcome.

Under officials’ direction, Crab Orchard has been discharging waste matter after treatment at its sewage plant, but Bellville officials say the sewage plant is overcrowded and cannot handle the situation.

This “treated” water flows directly into Pisgah Creek, which is a tributary of Crab Orchard.

George Hardy, a sanitary engineer for the Department of Health, said that Crab Orchard’s sanitary district office in Carbondale, said a member of the Board of Supervisors, said he didn’t deny the pollution, but was co-operating with the Department of Public Health, to solve the problem.

Winners Named In Auto Rally

Richard Bobkoven and Don Horn of Fort Wayne, Ind., are this year’s winners of the Carterville Carrot Classic. Their 4-passenger car crossed the finish line first.

The Carterville Classic is the oldest sports car rally Sunday afternoon. Taking second were Mark and Virginia Bowden, of Carterville.

Contenders — Three cars were entered in the 4-hour event which took which the competitors through the back roads south of Carbondale. Despite the chilly weather, one team drove the entire course with the top down. Cars ranged in style from a 1960 Bounder, to a 1964 Sunflower Sprinter to one full - size Chevrolet sedan.

A dinner meeting at the Italian Village followed the racing.
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Women's Gym Team Defeats Oklahomans

Southern Illinois' women's gymnastics team taking advantage of its superior depth and experience, defeated the Oklahoma City Pilgrims 83-64.

Gail Daly, who was expected to lead all women for the all-around title, was tied by Oklahoma City's Olympic Debbie Bailey for the title. Both women scored 10.67 points. Southern's two big events were the uneven bars and the trampoline, where the Salukis finished in the top three positions.

Miss Daly, and teammates Donna Schaenzer and Janis Dunham tied in the uneven bars while Judy Willis, Nancy Smith, and Donna Schaenzer placed 1-2-3.

Swimmers Unbeaten

Salukis Keep String Going By Sinking Bears 61-53

SIU's swimming team ran its unbeaten dual meet string to four straight with an easier than expected 61-33 win over Cincinnati.

But Coach Ralph Casey's freshmen Salukins didn't fare as well. They dropped their season's opener 53-33 in a preliminary dual at the Bears pool, Saturday.

The varsity had little trouble with the Missouri Valley Conference school as distance ace Thom Hitchens led the Salukins once again.

The big junior from Miami, Fla., swept both distance races winning the 200-free style in 1:47.5 and the 500 in 5:04.8. His 200 time was a new pool record, the only new standard set.

A pair of sophomores also turned in outstanding performances. Kimi Miles won his specialty, the 200-butterfly, with a 2:03.0, clocking and Gerald Pearson beat teammate Ted Perzan to win the 200 breaststroke in 2:22.7.

In the freshmen meet Missouri's native Ed Mossotti was the big gun in the losing effort as he won both freestyles. The high school All-American took the 50 in 22.8 and splashed to victory in the 100 with a 50.0 clocking.

The only other first place winners for the first-year men were Eric Jones in the 200-butterfly, 2:18.0; and Loren Walker diving.

Mike Miles, brother of the varsity's Kimi, came in second twice with a 1:59.8 in the 200-free style and a 5:45 in the 300. The freshman Bearcats won seven of the eleven events.

Varsity Results

Medley relay—SIU (Hitchens, Petrask, Miles, Green); Time—1:47.5

200 freestyle—McAnegy S., Westereneder S., Wingard C. Time—2:03.0

500 freestyle—Miles S., Altenau C., Eversz C. Time—5:04.8

200 breaststroke—Zakim C., Moody S., O'callahan S. Time—2:22.7

100 freestyle—Boerio Moore C., Westereneder S. Time—50.0

200 medley—Shaffer S., Stacey C., Kute G. Time—2:01.8

Diving—Schmitz S., Hitchcson S.

200 butterfly—Miles S., Altenau C., Eversz C. Time—2:08.3

100 freestyle—Boerio Moore C., Westereneder S. Time—50.0

200 backstroke—Zakim C., Moody S., O'callahan S. Time—2:07.5

500 freestyle—McAnegy S., Altenau C., Schaffter S. Time—5:04.8

200 breaststroke—Perzan S., Petrask S., Butson C. Time—2:22.7

400 medley relay—SIU (Gickler, Green, Westereneder, Perzan). Time—3:24.9

The freshmaa results:

400 - yard medley relay—Yamons C.

200 - yard freestyle—Baker C., Miles S.

200 yards free style—Mossotti S., Dillurt C.

200 - yard individual medley—James C., Jones S. Time—2:11.5

200 - yard breaststroke—Yamons C.

200 - yard freestyle—Baker C., Miles S.

200 - yard backstroke—Yamons C.

100 - yard free style—Mossotti S., Dillurt C.

400 yards freestyle—James C., Graff C.
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